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Experience winter more tranquilly at the AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld, one of 
the best SPA resorts in the Alps 

Thermal luxury comes into contact with winter forest 
bathing, alpacas and ski tours for newcomers   

“Lift your spirit“ is the motto of the AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld. Because contrasts 
give that special kick from which the body, but also the mind, can draw strength and recovery. 
In other words: Just lying about lazily on the beach or burning off energy in the mountains? 
Not the complete picture! In the AQUA DOME, strain comes into contact with relaxation, 250 
peaks at an altitude of over 3000 metres come into contact with thermal water from a depth 
of 1865 metres, freezing cold comes into contact with soothing warmth. This is guaranteed by 
the location of the architecturally most exciting thermal resort in the Alps: Guarded by high 
peaks and embraced by lots of Ötztal winter magic, the AQUA DOME itself is an oasis of 
warmth with twelve pools, eleven saunas and an alpine-modern 4-star superior hotel with lots 
of local wood. If you want to, you can swim in one of the "floating" bowl pools before breakfast 
and watch the imposing Hahlkogel mountain awaken. Later, you dive into the wintry Ötztal 
valley. More or less, into the "quiet side" of the valley, where there are no ski resorts: sheer 
discovery! Like the track to the authentic Stallwiesalm - accessible on touring skis, toboggan 
or on foot. Ice skating on the Piburger See, "the place of power”, is also a wonderful winter 
activity. As well as hiking with fluffy alpacas. And if you wish, you can go winter forest bathing 
with the yoga instructor of the AQUA DOME: Experience mental awareness in the tranquillity 
of the winter forest. And skiing? No problem! On at least 356 kilometres of slopes. Moreover, a 
ski pass is available for two euros a day for all "snow kids" born between 2015 and 2018 to 
encourage the next generation of skiers. In the afternoon, the way out of the cold Ötztal winter 
leads directly to the thermal baths and the exclusive SPA 3000. 
 
Of course, many are also drawn to the slopes this winter. And yet it is important to remember 
that alpine skiing is not everything and that winter is much more multifaceted. Particularly in 
the Ötztal. Which is best explored departing from the AQUA DOME - in small groups with the 
private AQUventures. For example, they facilitate a guided introduction to ski touring: The 
chance to combine fitness and nature enjoyment, even for beginners. For them, it's a trip to 
the Amberger Hütte or the Nisslalm on easy, snow-covered forest paths. Don’t miss this 
chance! It is also child's play to get into cross-country skiing (right outside the front door) - or 
tandem paragliding over the snow-covered Ötztal with AQUA DOME guides. Those who like it 
even quieter can go to the Brandlehof in Sölden for alpaca hiking and winter forest bathing. 
Or experience an extraordinary body therapy with WATSU, floating in the salt-water bowl.  
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Energise yourself through the winter with imaginative sauna infusions  
 
One can feel it: The AQUA DOME hosts are committed to ensuring that every guest gets to 
experience the Ötztal. Here, even the architecture blends with the surrounding nature. Anyone 
who looks at the snow-covered 3000-metre peaks through the peak-shaped panorama 
windows in the luxury SPA 3000 for hotel guests (over 15 years), perhaps across a fireplace, will 
feel the fundamental power of this interconnection. On top of that, the AQUA DOME sauna 
world is definitely worth one or more "courses". The new stone sauna as well as the Heustadl 
hay sauna, which releases valuable essential oils, and the loft sauna on several floors. Here, in 
winter, there are exciting infusions called "Iced Coffee" or "Ski-Hütt’n". And in the gorge sauna 
(Schluchtensauna), which stages a view into an Ötztal gorge, a "snowstorm" is infused, the 
"Zirb'n Winter Forest" or even "Vitamin C". On that note: All these soothing activities at the 
same time activate the body's defence mechanisms for the cold wintry season.  
 

 
Feature treatments in the SPA and the "Alpine Arch” in the cuisine   
 
If you want to do even more for it, perhaps get some expert nutritional advice in the large 
AQUA DOME Fitness and boost yourself in the SPA with the Ötztal Stone Massage or the Swiss 
Pine Vital Massage. Inspired by the power sources of mountain and water, the new Wave 
Balance Signature Treatments were developed exclusively for the AQUA DOME: The 
combinations from sounds, water and massage techniques make these treatments a delicate 
but effective experience. The energy of the thermal water from 1865 metres lies not only 
behind the hotel's own local-vegan "thermal deep" series but also the corresponding signature 
treatments. And, not to be overlooked, also in the twelve (as usual) wonderfully warm pools 
that flow out of the crystal-shaped thermal dome into the open air. Also, to the three "bowl 
pools” which have long since become the landmark of the AQUA DOME. 20,000 m2 are 
available for thermal baths and wellness alone in the largest wellness area in Tyrol. That is why 
the cuisine is dedicated to the theme of the "Alpine Arc” because the AQUA DOME is located 
right in the heart of the Alps. A culinary cultural exchange packed with inspiration. 
 
 
 
 

More Information: AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld, Oberlängenfeld 140, A-6444 Längenfeld,  
Tel: +43 5253 6400, www.aqua-dome.at          

 

About the VAMED Vitality World: The internationally active health group VAMED has been involved in the spa and 
wellness sector since 1995. Under the competence brand VAMED Vitality World, founded in 2006, VAMED runs eight 
of the most popular thermal bath and health resorts in Austria: AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld, SPA Resort 
Therme Geinberg, Therme Laa - Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Therme & Lodge in Frauenkirchen, Therme Wien, the 
GesundheitsZentrum Bad Sauerbrunn, TAUERN SPA Zell am See - Kaprun, and la pura women´s health resort 
kamptal in Gars am Kamp. With 2.6 million guests a year at VAMED Vitality World resorts, VAMED is Austria’s leading 
thermal spa and health resort operator. 
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